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christal pearl(08-09-1979)
 
28 year old mother of 1.  lived in dallas most of my life.  lived in nyc for a short
time before returning to dallas to take care of my son.  i'm at a crossroads right
now.  don't know what to do with myself or this GOD given talent.  i'm here to
show my work to anyone who cares read.  i'm a spiritual person with a lot to give
to the world.
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Artistry
 
Thiss breeze relieves so many things
which press upon my shaking leaves
and frees me from these tempting keys
that unlock doors releasing seas
from drowning dreams
these fallin wings and constantly forsaken beams
the light that seems to ignite me
is more than sun's infinity
it's fire is my flickering
and leads to electricity
igniting thee and making me
believe my eccentricities are from above
insisting love resides in everything i touch
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French Kisses
 
did you ever notice how...
rain is so sweet when you stick out your tongue?
it's easy to love
hard to stop.
you can see your entire life in the right eyes
Eyes can't talk aloud though
Good for them
They're never confused by volume
I wonder if...if were a fifth i'd be drunk
Ever notice blindness focuses the will like no other
Ever know a home like the mouth
Not me Secrets and all
With a wet wonderment that soaks the streets
Nevermind..there are no streets
Soaks the sheets instead
And what of a brow
None sweeter than a tickle
I'd love something to rub against
Noses are for the scent of your lips
Which leads us back to the mouth
Let us pray and press and caress
We're so free
I love you
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I See
 
Can I tell it what made the universe go BANG
all that stellar dust turn into flesh bone rain
Can i have you understand
that the palme of your hand
is a piece of the treasure
mapped out on you
are you allowed to know
blood and tear and sweat drops formed the sea
is it in your agenda to learn
that GOD told me
math proves every thing
the evidence is that feeling you have right now
as i speak to you
it is my point of view
GOD watching you
beautiful
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